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Abstract: In STEAM education, Lego WeDo 2.0 robot kit is a well-known tool for introducing
educational robotics in elementary schools. This kit teaches students the skills necessary for future
success. It provides a wide array of educational opportunities across subjects, along with lessons
and other digital resources. This article presents experimental commands/functions development
in Python programming language through a Raspberry Pi, permitting a suitable connection to the
Lego WeDo 2.0 robot based on Scratch WeDo 2.0 commands for STEAM robotics learning in
advanced classes. The main reasons for developing the commands are that Scratch language is
a novice programming, and students gain incorrect perceptions of programming behaviour. In
contrast, Python is real-world programming, in which students can utilise the language in future
careers, and students can also create dynamic programs in Python using WeDo 2.0. Additionally,
in this study, some projects are presented using the constructed Python functions developed by us
versus the same programs in Scratch as examples for activities in the STEAM classrooms using
Lego WeDo 2.0 Robot Kit. The limitation of this study was the lack of testing functions in actual
instructive practice for data collection about the effectiveness of Python WeDo 2.0 commands in
the classroom. The contribution of this study lies in the novelty framework of the development of
WeDo 2.0 Python functions, which can be utilised in STEAM robotics advanced classrooms for
learning in the fields of science, technology, engineering, the arts and mathematics.
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1 Introduction
Traditional programming methods do not solve students’ problems, resulting in negative

attitudes towards programming (Owen-Hill, 2021). STEAM education solves the problems
created by conventional teaching approaches as it is an effective tool, and it contributes forward
cultivating and developing cognitive structures by students (Yakman, 2008). STEAM is an
approach to learning that employs Science, Technology, Engineering, the Arts, and Mathematics
to direct pupil inquiry, dialogue, and critical thinking (Korkmaz, 2016). “Scratch MIT” is
a visual programming language that allows children to effectively create interactive content
(Korkmaz, 2016; Papadakis ET AL., 2016). “Python” is a “real” programming language with
valuable data structures as a core part of the language; it gives them prominent names and
makes them extraordinarily easy to use (Vega, 2018; Verawati et al., 2022). Such usefulness,
simplicity, and clarity remove barriers to programming, making the transition from Scratch
language smoother (Ladias et al., 2021; 2022). The development set WeDo 2.0 permits pupils to
construct and program basic LEGO models connected to a computer and can execute essential
robotic assignments. This practice contains two stages, software, and hardware, which encourage
the introduction of educational robotics into the classroom (Chalmers, 2018; Olabe et al., 2011;
Papadakis, 2020). Programming can be too difficult and tedious when learned through the
conventional “abstract” method (Kapaniaris & Zampetoglou, 2021). On the contrary, pupils
learn what robots can and cannot do with direct experience and understanding by handling a
physical robot and noticing its situation (Lazarinis et al., 2022). By programming robots, pupils
can discover if their aptitudes and interests correspond to those skills that will define the future
job market, like programming, science, technology, or engineering (Kalovrektis et al., 2021;
Tzagkaraki et al., 2021).

This research presents the transition from Scratch to Python programming using the LEGO
WeDo 2.0 robot kit by implementing python commands/functions. Notably, some commands
were designed and implemented based on Scratch MIT and Python using the LEGO WeDo 2.0
robot kit for advanced pupils to shift from Scratch to Python programming. The main objective of
the research was to have Lego WeDo 2.0 operates with Python compared to Scratch for robotics
learning.
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2 Theoretical framework
2.1 STEAM & educational robotics

STEAM is an integrated learning approach that requires a link between standards, assess-
ments, and course design/implementation. STEAM experiences include standards from Science,
Technology, Engineering, Mathematics, and the Arts that must be taught and evaluated together
(Bertrand & Namukasa, 2020). STEAM is an evolution of the original acronym STEM, plus one
extra element: art. The art could offer the students “socioemotional” and “holistic development”
(Ampartzaki et al., 2022). Integrating the skills into STEM learning has enabled teachers to
extend the benefits of hands-on training and collaboration in various areas, fostering creativity
and curiosity at the core (Kalogiannakis & Papadakis, 2017a, 2017b; Papadakis, 2020).

Seymour Papert, in 1969, developed the Logo programming language and “robot turtles”.
Papert considers that people learn according to mental models and learning environments (Catlin
& Woollard, 2014). Papert’s “turtles” are constructions programmed by learners exploring the
world around them. The turtle is an “educational robot” on the ground that moves based on
commands given by the computer. Based on Logo, various environments have been developed,
called “logo-like environments”, and they are also used in physical computing, such as Scratch,
EV3/Lego programming, etc. (Catlin & Woollard, 2014; Kalovrektis et al., 2021).

Educational robotics within STEAM frameworks can attain an attractive strategy that changes
boring concepts into a fun learning preparation. STEAM robotics instruction gives imaginative
challenges and openings for school-level learners to create one-of-a-kind concepts and advanced
learning skills (Afari & Khine, 2017). STEAM with educational robotic kits is an efficient ap-
proach because they encourage the ease with which pupils can connect among STEAM disciplines
(Plaza et al., 2020; Plaza et al., 2018). Robotic kits like LEGO’s, connected with a block-based
programming language like Scratch, can help the pupil’s fundamental programming learning
(Dorling & White, 2015; Ruzzenente et al., 2012). The LEGO robot kits are appropriate tools that
include pupils with hands-on learning through building with LEGO bricks and programming in a
block-based programming environment (Chalmers, 2018; Elkin et al., 2014), such as Scratch or
with text-based programming (Armoni et al., 2015; Weintrop & Wilensky, 2017), such as Python.
Educational Robotics with Python Language is used for teaching at various levels of education
(Blank et al., 2003; Khamphroo et al., 2017; Vega, 2018). Many research articles reported positive
results of using robots with Python to aid students in understanding programming concepts and
writing programs (Khamphroo et al., 2017; Weintrop & Wilensky, 2017).

2.2 Learning theories & skills
Learning theories applicable in the development of LEGO WeDo 2.0 are constructionism,

active learning, computational thinking, creative thinking, and problem-solving.

2.2.1 Constructionism
WeDo 2.0 development is rooted in the theory of constructionism, which says pupils learn to

verbalise their opinions clearly and collaborate on tasks successfully by sharing in group projects
(Evripidou et al., 2020). Papert’s constructionism focuses on learning in the circumstances “rather
than looking at them from a distance, that connectedness rather than separation are powerful
means of gaining understanding” (Ackermann, 2001). This implies that new experiences are
the entirety of a single experience made by applying existing knowledge to enhance it. In this
manner, “hands-on exercises are the best for the classroom applications of constructionism,
critical considering and learning” (Ackermann, 2001). Each person has a different perception and
construction of the knowledge process (Khanlari, 2014).

2.2.2 Active learning
WeDo 2.0 development approximates active learning putting a more prominent degree of

obligation on the student than passive approaches such as lectures. However, educators’ direction
is still significant within the active learning classroom (Zaher & Hussain, 2020). Active learning
exercises with WeDo 2.0 may range in length from some minutes to entire course sessions or take
place over numerous course sessions (Zaher & Hussain, 2020).

2.2.3 Computational thinking
WeDo 2.0 development boosts computational thinking through coding activities, which bring

students’ creations to life, generating motivation and the desire to discover more. It allows the stu-
dents to analyse a complex problem, understand it and develop possible solutions. Computational
thinking is a set of aptitudes to solve problems (Wing, 2008), it is a thought process (Psycharis,
2018), or it is a problem-solving process (Papadakis & Kalogiannakis, 2022). So we manage to
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present these solutions so that the computer and its operator can understand the problem to look
for ways to solve it. The four basic steps in the process of applying computational thinking are
(Psycharis, 2018):

(1) Decomposition: breaking down a complex and challenging problem into smaller ones that
can be more manageable.

(2) Identification of similarities: the search for similarities between minor problems.
(3) Abstract process: focus only on important information, and ignore irrelevant details.
(4) Algorithms: develop a solution to the problem (step by step) or classify the rules.

2.2.4 Creative thinking
WeDo 2.0 development increases creative thinking, which can interpret as thinking that

can connect or see things from a new perspective. Creative thinking boosts curiosity, being
resourceful, having the desire to find, enjoying solving problems, having the dedication to work,
thinking flexibly, asking lots of questions, giving better answers, being able to synthesise, see
new implications, and have a broad knowledge (Murcia et al., 2020). Therefore, generating new
ideas and ways to produce a project with WeDo 2.0 leads to gaining new insights, approaches,
perspectives, and practices when dealing with issues (McGregor, 2007). It is a skill in carrying
out a mindset based on a deep understanding of the concepts that an individual has previously
mastered.

2.2.5 Problem-solving
WeDo 2.0 development promotes a problem-solving approach, which is fundamental in

numerous sciences, math, and engineering classes. The skill of problem-solving can reflect how
somebody resolves issues precisely and reasonably (Astuti et al., 2021). Effective problem-solving
approach premises four basic steps (Huei, 2015):

(1) Define the problem: Diagnose the situation so that your focus is on the problem.
(2) Generate alternative solutions: Brainstorm on others’ ideas.
(3) Evaluate and select an alternative: Estimate alternatives relative to established goals.
(4) Implement the solution: Plan and implement a pilot test of the chosen alternative.

3 Methodology
3.1 Development research design

To operate LEGO WeDo 2.0 with Python for smoothly moving from Scratch to Python
programming language for teaching advanced STEAM robotics. WeDo 2.0 is an applied science
toolkit for students that develops programs on a computer or smart device based on a connected
robot kit utilising Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) technology (Chalmers, 2018; Olabe et al., 2011).
WeDo 2.0 Robot kit includes 280 LEGO blocks and electronics such as Smarthub, Motor, Tilt
Sensor, and Distance Sensor. A study strategy was utilised as a focused research design to develop
the Python WeDo 2.0 commands based on Scratch WeDo 2.0 commands; we initially studied
Scratch Language’s WeDo 2.0 block commands. Then, we compared the Scratch and Python
WeDo 2.0 commands presenting some applied examples with the robot kit of WeDo 2.0.

3.2 Research procedure
Interacting with Lego WeDo 2.0 with Python required a device with Bluetooth Low Energy

(BLE) technology, such as Raspberry Pi. We utilised Raspberry Pi and Python GATT Library
“Gattlib” to interact with WeDo’s BLE system in this research.

The Raspberry Pi is a low-cost, credit-card-sized computer (Raspberry, n.d.). “Gattlib” is a
python library (Linux only) to access Bluetooth LE devices. It utilises the command “gatttool”
within the “BlueZ” package. BlueZ is a Linux operating system software that actualises the
Bluetooth protocol stack. So, the gatttool in “Gattlib” can only be utilised on Linux computers.

GATT (Generic Attribute Profile) is a component of the host. This system determines the
BLE-based information model and the related methods by which devices can find, read, and
adjust each other’s information. GATT is built based on “addressable” information (ATT protocol)
within the shape of attributes (Leonardi et al., 2018). The attribute is an information entity that
holds data around itself and any value available through a one-of-a-kind “handle”, depending on
the get-to rights of the given point. GATT makes a hierarchy that composes the subtle elements
and creates a solid system for building GATT-based profiles (Leonardi et al., 2018).

Also, the connection to the Raspberry Pi Platform is realised through “Headless Mode” with a
direct ethernet connection. Headless Mode is a mode that can directly access the terminal or the
Desktop of Raspberry Pi through VNC over the network (Wi-Fi or Ethernet) without needing a
monitor, keyboard or mouse (Dexter, n.d.)
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Based on the previously described testbed, we constructed experimental commands in Python’s
programming language, permitting a suitable connection to the WeDo 2.0 robot using functions
(Motor Activation, RGB LED Color Change, Sound Playing, Distance Sensor Activation, Tilt
Sensor Activation). This would allow STEAM educational robotics to be taught with Python
utilising WeDo 2.0.

Therefore, in developing Smarthub (or “brain” of the robot) commands, it was necessary to
know more precisely how the commands are formed in the form of byte sequences. LEGO’s
GitHub profile provided much information to interact with LEGO Hub through the “LEGO
Wireless Protocol (LWP) GATT services”.

The LEGO Bluetooth Hub Profile contains a single BLE Generic Attribute Profile (GATT)
service. The service lets users get data regarding the LEGO Hub, such as name, battery level, etc.,
and interact with connected sensors and motors (LegoGitHub, n.d.). Also, a blog of Portuguese
origin called “O Falcão” was a great help, where the blog’s author had made various attempts
through the Command Prompt (CMD) to give commands to WeDo 2.0 and to read values from
the sensors (Falcão, 2016).

However, it was vital to discover a Python library that could organise Bluetooth LE commu-
nication to begin to construct functions in Python Language. This library is called “Gattlib”,
which requires a framework with Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) technology. So, we utilised the
Raspberry Pi Platform with the created Python commands and read characteristic values from the
sensors to communicate with WeDo 2.0.

3.2.1 Techniques
Before we constructed the functions, we developed particular techniques:
(1) We used the Python module “pip” to install the Python GATT library (gattlib). So, we

used to type “pip install gattlib” at the command prompt of Raspberry pi.
(2) For the Smarthub connection, we created a “GATTRequester” object (in coding, an

“object” is any entity that has a state (properties or attributes) and behaviour (methods or functions).
In our case, the “object” is the Smarthub of WeDo) to read data passing the device address and
interface “hci0” of WeDo 2.0 to connect. Then, we read a value determined either by its
“handle” or its “UUID”. This process assumes that the WeDo 2.0 smart hub is kept close to the
computer for maximum signal strength during the connection. Then we pressed the button on
Smarthub to connect.

3.2.2 WeDo 2.0 Python functions
For developing WeDo 2.0 Python Functions, we used the method (function) “write by handle”

to send the data.

3.2.2.1 Motor Activation Function

We used to send the data with a sequence of 4 bytes with handle features. The first byte
represents the port. This means the value is 01 for Port A or 02 for Port B to construct motor
activation functions (turn on/off, turn right/left):

(1) Turn on: In our main program, we need to call the function “motor on()” to turn on the
motor.

(2) Turn off: In our main program, we need to call the function “motor off()” to turn off
the motor.

(3) Turn right: In our main program, we need to call the function “motor that way()” to
turn the motor right.

(4) Turn left: In our main program, we need to call the function “motor this way()” to
turn the motor left.

3.2.2.2 LED RGB color change function

We used the handle features and 11 bytes for each colour to construct the LED RGB Colour
Change Function. The first byte, “06”, is the LED port, the second byte is the command sent to
the port, so “04” indicates “change colour”, and the third byte is the length of the arguments of
the command, so “01” means that the colour is just 1-byte length. For the colours of LED, each is
a different colour, and they exist 11 values for each colour:

(1) 00 → Off
(2) 01 → Pink
(3) 02 → Purple
(4)03 → Blue
(5) 04 → Cyan
(6) 05 → Light Green
(7) 06 → Green
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(8) 07 → Yellow
(9) 08 → Orange
(10) 09 → Red
(11) 0A → Light Blue
For instance, the handle “06040106” indicates that the Smarthub’s LED changes to Green.
So, in our main program, we need to call the function “colours()” to change the colours of

the LED.

3.2.2.3 Sound playing function

The sound is controlled by the same handle operated to control the motor and the RGB LED
(0x003d) to construct the sound playing function. The “port” is “05”, and the “command” to
trigger the sound is “02”, pursued by a payload of “04” bytes covering:

(1) the Frequency in Hz (2 bytes);
(2) the Duration in Ms (2 bytes).
Calling the sound function produces a piezo tone. The piezo tone alerts us when a certain

threshold is met.
Therefore, in our main program, we need to call the function “sound()” to play a piezo tone.

3.2.2.4 Motion (distance) sensor activation function

The distance sensor is controlled by the same handle operated to control the motor. The
RGB LED and the Piezo Tone constructed the motion (distance) sensor activation function by its
operating mode value. Python Function based on this formula:

Distance = Time× Speed

2

Furthermore, the python library “Pyserial” are utilised to connect to WeDo 2.0 port with
raspberry pi. From this library, three functions are used:

(1) open ( ) → open the serial port;
(2) close ( ) → close the serial port;
(3) readline ( ) → read a string from the serial port.
Then, in our main program, we need to call the function “distance()” to measure the

distance between an object.

3.2.2.5 Tilt Sensor Activation Function

The tilt sensor is controlled by the handle value and its operating mode value to construct the
tilt sensor activation function.

Now, in our main program, we need to call the function “tilt()” to measure the tilt of an
object.

4 Results
This section presents some projects using the constructed Python functions we developed

versus the same programs in Scratch to show the use of functions in practice. Based on lesson
plan “Speed” on Lego Education Website (LegoEducation, n.d.), we created the programs in
Scratch and Python below as examples for activities in the STEAM advanced classrooms using
Lego WeDo 2.0 Robot Kit (Figure 1).

Figure 1 Using LEGO Blocks for car construction in the “Speed” lesson plan framework

For all projects below, we used an infinite loop (or endless loop), a loop that is a sequence of
instructions continually repeated until a specific condition is reached. Scratch has a block type
for making infinite loops, called a “forever block”. There is no equivalent, no clear forever block
in Python, but a conditional loop is used, constantly evaluating “True”. So, while “True”, running
this code is equivalent to forever. In addition, we used the “sleep” function in Python code to get
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the program’s delay. The “sleep” function is imported from the “time” module. In Scratch code,
we utilised the block “wait”. This block is used to wait for an “n” number of seconds, where “n”
is any integer or float. This is known as concurrency.

4.1 Project A: using motor activation functions
In this project, we used the motor activation functions in Python (Figure 2(A)) and Scratch

(Figure 2(B)).
To turn on/off the Smarthub, in Python Figure 2(A)), we utilised the “motor on / motor off”

functions, whereas, in Scratch (Figure 2(B)), we used the “turn on/off” block command, in which
we had to set the port with a choice: “Motor A”, “Motor B”, or “All Motors”.

Also, to turn left/right the motor, we used the “motor this way / motor that way” functions
with the parameter “movehub” (which contains the connection with Smarthub of WeDo 2.0) in
Python. In contrast, in Scratch, we utilised the “set [Motor A/B/All] direction to that / this way”
block command. Clearly, in Scratch, we should set the motor’s port and then the motor’s direction
left or right, contrasting with Python code.

Figure 2 Motor Activation Functions: (A) Python (B) Scratch

4.2 Project B: distance sensor activation function
In this project, we used the distance sensor activation function in Python (Figure 3(A)) and

Scratch (Figure 3(B)).
To measure the distance between an object, in Python code (Figure 3(A)), we used the “distance”

function with parameters the connection of Smarthub (movehub), the mode of distance sensor
(handle) and the port (A or B). Similarly, we utilised the “distance” block command in Scratch
code (Figure 3(B)).

Figure 3 Distance Sensor Activation Function : (A) Python (B) Scratch

Also, in Python code, we used a condition with an “if” statement to control the distance
measurement so that if the “distance of the object is bigger than 6” from the robot, output to
the screen the message “ROAD FREE!”, that is, the road has not some obstacle, differently if
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the distance of the object is smaller than 6” from the robot, output to the screen the message
“OBSTACLE!”, that is, it detected some obstacle. In contrast, in Scratch, we utilised the “wait
until” block command, which is a control block. This block pauses its script until the specific
“Boolean” condition is “true”. In Scratch, the control of distance measurement becomes with
similar way to Python code. However, in Scratch, to output to the screen should create a sprite
talk by utilising the “say” block command.

Moreover, to produce a piezo tone alerting when an obstacle is detected, in Python, we used
the function “sound”. In Scratch, we used the “start sound” block command, a Scratch command
but not a specific WeDo 2.0 command, such as in Python code.

In addition, at the end of the code in both languages, output to the screen the distance
measurement, showing up an “n” number. In Python, the measurement is float numbers (Figure
4(A)), whereas, in Scratch, the numbers are integers (Figure 4(B)).

Figure 4 Output to the screen: (A) Python (B) Scratch

4.3 Project C: using tilt sensor activation function
In this project, we used the tilt sensor activation function in Python (Figure 5(A)) and Scratch

(Figure 5(B)).
To measure the tilt of the robot, in Python code (Figure 5(A)), we used the “tilt” function with

parameters the connection of Smarthub (movehub), the mode of tilt sensor (handle) and the port
(A or B). In Scratch code (Figure 5(B)), we utilised the “wait until” block command to activate
the “tilt” block command only when the sensor detects some slope.

In addition, when the sensor detects any tilt in both codes, it outputs the message “Tilt!” to the
screen.

Figure 5 Tilt Sensor Activation Function : (A) Python (B) Scratch

4.4 Project D: LED RGB colour change function
In this project, we used the LED RGB colour change function in Python (Figure 6(A)) and

Scratch (Figure 6(B)).
To change the LED colours, in Python code (Figure 6(A)), we used the “colors” function to

change the LED colours with the parameter of the connection of Smarthub (movehub). In Scratch
code, we utilised the “set light color to” block command.
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Figure 6 LED RGB Colour Change Function: (A) Python (B) Scratch

Additionally, in Scratch code (Figure 6(B)), we used a further block command, the“pick
random 0 to 10”, which changes randomly to 11 colours of the LED, contrasting Python code, in
which the colours change automated (Figure 7).

Figure 7 Output of the 11 LED Colors of WeDo 2.0 with Python Code

5 Discussion
Through investigations and various experimentations, the lessons with robotic assignments

with Lego WeDo 2.0 motivated students, and they also effectively comprehended the fundamental
principles of STEAM (Üşengül & Bahçeci, 2020). They are typically done using motorised LEGO
models and straightforward programming. WeDo 2.0 bolsters a hands-on, “minds-on” knowledge
solution that offers students the confidence to make questions and instruments to discover the
answers and solve real-life issues. Students learn by asking questions and solving problems. This
material does not tell students everything they need to know. Instead, it makes them question
what they know and investigate what they do not yet understand (LegoEducation, 2018). In
general, block-based coding, like Scratch, can be a way to introduce coding to students. However,
this way is much harder for students to get a handle on actual coding concepts and syntax when
dragging and dropping boxes (Moors et al., 2018). With text-based codings, like Python, students
get a complete learning involvement that instils essential coding concepts they will keep in mind
and can construct. A vital learning perspective is making mistakes, distinguishing what went
wrong, and correcting those mistakes (Weintrop & Wilensky, 2019). With Scratch coding, doing
and learning from mistakes is not as predominant, as students work inside the boundaries of
predefined squares of code and cannot reach those boundaries. In addition, by moving blocks,
students learn the common thought of how coding works, though not fundamentally the abilities
past that (Armoni et al., 2015).

Meanwhile, Python coding presents numerous real-world challenges that assist students in
learning how to solve issues. Since students can adjust and extend past drag-and-drop activities,
coding in Python permits students to develop by making mistakes (Weintrop & Wilensky, 2019).
Through this learning experience, students will construct the knowledge they ought to code and
the adaptability and resilience required for anything they do in school or life.

By understanding the qualities and limits of block-based environments such as Scratch, ed-
ucators can work towards actualising programming tools most advantageous for beginners and
shifting to text-based languages (Weintrop & Holbert, 2017) such as Python. Encouraging and
enticing learners in STEAM education, instructors can utilise hands-on projects that move the
computational concepts from the screen into the real world to permit learners to interact with
them (Juškevičienė et al., 2020). Python can appear to be a complex process, especially for
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inexperienced educators. However, the compensation of seeing students learn real-world coding
abilities and construct an establishment of information they can apply to any career in the future
is well worth the starting challenges.

6 Limitations
The research had limitations, such as testing functions in actual educational practice for

extracting conclusions about the effectiveness of constructed commands on STEAM robotic
learning. Future research ought to become in the classroom with educators utilizing innovative
new tools such as the developed Python functions with WeDo 2.0 to ensure that they are not
only developmentally suitable to operate but easy for each educator to instruct. In addition,
experts could evaluate the implementation of the commands/functions to STEAM Education,
Programming and Pedagogy.

7 Conclusion and future work
In conclusion, as described in the previous sections, the purpose of this work was to support

programming beyond the Scratch language.Most schools introduce the software Scratch to
cover some fundamental concepts in coding (Papadakis et al., 2020). Scratch certainly is not a
coding language in the way most programmers would understand. There are too many essential
programming skills they cannot learn on Scratch, but it has some uses for beginners (Papadakis,
2022). However, many schools keep using Scratch to involve the coding framework in the
curriculum. Therefore, this harms students for several reasons. Initially, students using novice
programming, such as Scratch, gain an incorrect impression of coding because this language is
more for beginners and not advanced students (Moors et al., 2018). Over time, students desire to
create more complex projects, so Scratch does not cover them (Papadakis & Orfanakis, 2018).
Moreover, by learning real-world programming, such as Python, they can apply it in their future
careers. For these reasons, experimental commands/functions for Lego WeDo 2.0 in Python were
developed for STEAM robotics learning in advanced classes.

Assuming that the students effectively know the comparing and contrasting differences in the
language rules of Scratch and Python, it is presented the construction of experimental functions
in Python through Raspberry Pi based on Scratch for operating WeDo 2.0. This will assist
the students in noticing the abstract concepts of Scratch and Python programming in practice
and allow STEAM educational robotics to be taught with Python utilising WeDo 2.0. This
development gives (a) a “feedback-oriented learning environment”, (b) a “collaborative working
environment”, and (c) openings to work and investigate arrangements for real-world issues.
Furthermore, with educational robots, like WeDo 2.0, students illustrate improvement, show
“positive attitudes” toward STEAM, select engineering as a principal, and join an “iterative design
method”.

Future work should focus on testing the constructed Python functions in STEAM classrooms
and extracting conclusions about the effectiveness of the learning procedure and the problem-
solving methods students utilised on the different assignments or the kinds of blunders that
students made on the programming assignments. This could permit educators to construct suitable
activities for advanced students (Papadakis & Kalogiannakis, 2022). Also, it could become an
evaluation by a professional with specialised knowledge in the article field (Papadakis et al.,
2021).

Moreover, many parts of this work can be upgraded and reconfigured. It could upgrade the tilt
function to offer more than one orientation and calculate the angle of these. Another upgrade that
can be done is to construct more functions for the motor to control the low/high intensity and to
reverse direction.
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